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ELIMINATING
THE IDEA OF WASTE

RECYCLE ALL WASTE

MAKE EVERYTHING FROM RECYCLED WASTE

GAIN USEFUL HEALTH
INSIGHTS FROM WASTE

ELIMINATE WASTE

REDUCE WASTE IN 
EMERGING REGIONS

MATERIALS



HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL – MANUFACTURER OVERVIEW



New York City Paris
San Francisco

Tokyo

Toronto

London

Germany

= TerraCycle Markets

= TerraCycle Foundation Markets

is a global platform that enables consumer product companies and retailers to shift 
from a disposable supply chain to a durable one. 

Loop launched in May 2019 with inaugural markets, New York and Paris. Loop will expand 
to London next, with Toronto, San Francisco, Tokyo, Germany, and Australia coming soon.
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Since Loop’s high-profile press conference announcement at World Economic Forum 
Annual Meeting on January 24, 2019, there have been 4,400+ media placements and
7.4 billion+ impressions, including coverage from CNN.com, Forbes, Associated Press, 

Bloomberg, BBC, The Guardian, Wall Street Journal, Vox, Fast Company & more.



WISDOM FROM THE PAST

Refillable durable packaging used 

to be the norm.

When a package is considered an asset its 
allocation per fill is the cost divided by the 
number of uses it can bear. The more durable 
the package the lower the cost per fill.

ASSET



THE CURRENT REALITY
Disposability is cheap and convenient.

COGS

When a package is considered a COGS (Cost of 
Goods Sold) its cost is fully allocated per fill. The 
cheaper the package the lower the cost per fill.



How do we solve the unintended 
consequences of disposability while 
maintaining its virtues?



A FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP
Why should a consumer own a package that they don’t want to own?  

Packaging

cost

$0.10

Cost per use

$0.10

Packaging

cost

$3.00

Cost per use

$0.03

100+ uses1 use

Increasing consumer delightCOGS to Brand Asset to Brand



Durability enables

reusability, design & new features.











Economics Overview
Comparison of current disposable product vs. Loop durable version.

Loop Version

(Durable)

Current Version

(Disposable)

“Content Price”
or “Product Price”

Aim for parity with 
existing MSRP.

“Deposit Price”
100% refunded to consumer 
upon return of packaging

Aim to set at-cost with 
packaging investment.



Loop Stand-Alone Model: Retailer Microsite
Model used for test-and-learn for retailer and market launches.

Retailer promotes Loop on 
retailer website.

Consumer buys product on a stand-alone 
microsite from retailer.

Consumer pays content [$Y + margin] 
and deposit [$Z]. 

Retailer is paid X% of [$Y + margin].

Consumer requests pick-
up by Loop, and Loop 

Tote is sent to Loop DC.

Loop delivers product to 
consumer in Loop Tote.

Upon order fulfillment, Loop 
pays manufacturer for 

$Y and $Z. 

Consumer enjoys product
and places dirty used 

packaging back in Loop Tote.

Loop DC receives and checks in 
Loop Tote + packaging and 
sends to cleaning facility.
Manufacturer purchases 

packaging ($Z) from Loop 
(monthly report). Consumer is 

refunded deposit ($Z).

Auto-reorder of any products set for 
replenishment based on empties received.

Ordering mechanism follows process of new 
order.

Loop ships packaging to 
manufacturer where it is 

refilled.

Loop cleans empty 
packaging. 

Manufacturer ships filled product to 
Loop. 

Orders are fulfilled at 
Loop DC.



The stand-alone (test-and-learn) model allows brands and retailers to test Loop’s system 
with their reusable products and packaging. In this model, Loop executes all receiving, 
outbound + inbound distribution, and cleaning. Manufacturers refill product in 
packaging they have redesigned for durability and reuse.

The integrated retail model allows consumers to access Loop products in-store and 
through e-commerce. Any retailer, small or large, physical or digital, can embed the 
Loop engine into their stores and enable a circular supply chain for their shoppers.

AS AN 

ENGINE FOR RETAIL





Consumer puts down 
deposit on return bag 

upon checkout & 
order is delivered.

Consumer shops on retail website.
Consumer pays content [$Y + margin] 

and deposit [$Z)

Consumer shops at retailer stores.
Consumer pays content [$Y + margin] 

and deposit [$Z]

Consumer enjoys 
product.

Consumer places empty Loop 
packaging in return bag

(from any retailer).

Retailer

Option 1: Consumer brings Loop bag to the collection 
location at participating retail stores.

Option 2: Local retail delivery is scheduled to pick up 
return bag from consumer and return to retail location.

Scale Model: Loop Retail Integration

Retailer purchases filled product from 
manufacturer, including packaging.

($Y = content, $Z = deposit)

Manufacturer refills 
packaging.

Loop ships packaging to 
manufacturer. 

Manufacturer pays Loop’s cost 
of service (transparent cost + 

25% margin).

Shipped (as 
normal) to 

retailer DC and 
then to retailer 

store.

Loop DC checks in packaging and 
later sends to Loop cleaning facility 

for cleaning. 
Manufacturer purchases packaging 

($Z), upon check in from Loop 
(monthly report).

Loop buys packaging back from 
consumer ($Z) upon check-in at Loop 

DC (via Loop deposit app, can be 
branded via retailer).

Loop picks up return 
bags and delivers to 

Loop DC.

DC store

Retailer



QUESTIONS? CONTACT US

BEN WEIR
Business Development Manager

Phone: +1 201 661 0356

Benjamin.Weir@terracycle.com


